I. INTRODUCTION

A. General Terms and Definitions
The resulting distorted form of grid voltage from higher harmonic emissions and the consumption of reactive power (RP) on the main harmonic is accompanied by the operation of powerful installations with semiconductor converters (SC). To reduce these negative effects and to ensure the conditions of electromagnetic compatibility active and hybrid adjustable power line conditioners (APLC) are used [1, 2, 3, 4] . The safety of the operation of modern seagoing vessels and structures with powerful SC depends on the successful solution of the actual tasks of APLC improvement and methods of assessing their effectiveness. Some autonomous electric power systems (AEPS) of these objects contain frequency converters according to the scheme "controlled rectifier -load-driven current inverter". Rowing and technological synchronous motors with a total capacity of tens of MW are such load.
Total harmonic distortion (THD) factor of voltage is one of the main conditions of the electricity quality deterioration. Sometimes it results in an AEPS accident. Its integral index is determined by the distortion coefficient of sinusoidality, which is normalized by territorial and international standards [4] , 
where
is RMS primary and Ȟ-th harmonic voltage respectively, max ν is the highest harmonic order that is taken into account. The values of max ν adopted in different normative documents differ significantly. For example, [5] and [6] take into account 40 and 200 in respectively.
To prevent unacceptable errors in determining U K , the following factors should be taken into account [7] : -mutual influence of power sources, SC, APLC on real electromagnetic processes in AEPS at finite (non-zero) switching angles; -commensurability voltage harmonics in a very wide range of frequencies and therefore need to consider the whole range of harmonics.
B. Research Tasks and Objectives
The purpose of this work is to obtain analytical expressions of determination of U K in a finite closed form by analysis of electromagnetic processes in AEPS with SC and APLC; comparison of analytical calculations with the results of computer simulation.
II. DEFINITION OF TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION FACTOR
The single-line equivalent scheme of AEPS with SC and hybrid APLC for phase A is depicted in Fig. 1 
(m is pulse of SC). The frequency response characteristic of the system relative to the nodes a and 0 has a zero of order
and a pole of order
If SC is made on a three-phase bridge circuit with single type transformer windings the current shape SCA ɿ can be considered as blocks of equal trapezoid (Fig. 2) The assumption of the linear nature of switching current does not cause significant errors and allows to apply the operator method of separate components to determine the instantaneous value of the grid voltage SA u considering current SCA ɿ as the known perturbation [7] . Based on the principle of imposing SA u is defined as the difference between two components. The first (sinusoidal) is the source of EMF A e and the second (distorting) is the source of current
In steady state the value SA u Δ on each N continuous interval of current SCA ɿ is determined by the method of separate components [9] ( )
where ( ) ( )
is operator image of the current SCA ɿ in this interval as an analytic and as a periodic function, respectively;
is operator resistance of the system defined through the inductance and capacity of its elements relative to the nodes a and 0:
The first component of (3) is the sum of residues at all poles of both functions ( ) ( )
. Only the poles of function
take into account the residuals of the second component. The operator images of current SCA ɿ is given in Table 1 . There are the beginning of the count coincides with the beginning of each interval. Expressions for the instantaneous values of SA u Δ on the intervals of continuity in accordance with (3) are presented in Table 2 .
Following designations is accepted:
At the switching interval
/ the ratio for the phases A and C is executed
The equation for determining the switching angle γ is obtained by integration (5): 
The angle γ can't be found explicitly directly from the transcendental equation (6) .
Taking into account the smallness of angle γ in real modes (
) and replacing the sinus and cosine functions by the first definition terms of the corresponding power series the equation (6) is reduced to square equation. The solution of (6) is
Expression (1) can be depicted in a finite form based on the Parseval's equality. It allows to determine the THD of voltage taking into account the entire harmonic spectrum: 
Taking into account Table 2 expression (9) is reduced to
The RMS values of the grid voltage main harmonics and its distorting component are determined as follows
( ) ( )
is the RMS value of the main harmonic of SC consumed current; 2 / m E E = is the RMS value of the main harmonic of source EMF.
Expressions (2-12) are also valid for AEPS without APLC. In this case follow parameters is:
and in the above expressions
III. ANALITYCAL CALCULATION AND SIMULATION MODELLING. SELECTING THE SYSTEM PARAMETERS
The values of ɄU are found by described analytical calculations method and by simulation in MATLAB (Simulink). Its are compared in Table. 3. AEPS and APLC parameters is:
Ohm, nom I 1400
Two modes of SC were investigated:
Mode 2: The graphs of voltage S u and current S ɿ are obtained by mode 2 in the system with the absence and with the presence of APLC. The comparison of the results of calculation the graph of S u that is built by simulation modelling and analytical calculations in fig. 3 are given. The calculation of U K by commonly used simplified technique based on the assumption of instant switching [10] leads to almost twice the overestimation of the result compared to the real value. The error is caused by the assumption that the voltage harmonics are determined by expression
and it form a divergent series.
The above results shows that the proposed analytical method is sufficiently accurate and general. It is very convenient for solving the problems of estimating the power quality indicators (voltage distortions) depending on the circuit and mode parameters of the AEPS with SC and APLC.
The choice of APLC parameters is performed under two conditions. The first is the compensation of RP SC Q and the second is the necessary limitation of THD voltage factor U K . The condition of full RP compensation for any mode of the system is Full RP compensation is already possible at 1 = N . Sometimes an increase in this value is needed to achieve the required limit of THD U K .
If in the whole range of regulation DC current is equal to nominal ( Thus, the parameters of the elements of the RF can be found in the expression
The required inductance of CRC The results of voltage distortion studies in Table. 3 and ), when the deviation of these parameters from exactly calculated values in the range of % 10 ± is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . The surfaces correspond to the considered example of the system with APLC in mode 1 and mode 2 in respectively. With the opposite deviation of 0 C the zero shift occurs to the right. In both cases, a non-zero harmonic of the order of 0 ν appears in the spectrum. However, in the first case, the value of this harmonic is somewhat less than in the second. Correspondingly, U K decreases with increasing 0 C and increases with decreasing 0 C .
CONCLUSIONS
This paper explores the features of the change in total harmonic distortion (THD) factor of voltage in the autonomous electric power system (AEPS) with powerful semiconductor converters (SC) and hybrid adjustable power line conditioner (APLC). The work allows drawing the following conclusions:
1. Based on the Laplace transform the analysis of electromagnetic processes in AEPS with SC and APLC is performed. The analysis takes into account the mutual influence of the system elements. Expressions for the harmonic distortion coefficient of voltage in the final form are obtained taking into account the entire spectrum of harmonics.
2. The proposed method is sufficiently general and acceptable for AEPS with APLC and without APLC. The use of the method also allows further theoretical analysis of the voltage quality when the parameters of the scheme and operating conditions of the system is changed.
3. Testing on the MATLAB model confirms the reliability of the obtained analytical expressions and the efficiency of APLC. ɄU is reduced by almost three times with full compensation of the reactive component of the current ɄU.
A significant decrease in
U K can be achieved by increasing the reactive power of the APLC relative to its sufficient value.
5. The changes in U K due to the permissible technological dispersion of the RF parameters in the APLC structure is well correlated with this spread and does not exceed % 10 ± . The smallest value of U K reaches at simultaneous maximum deviations 0 L in the decreasing direction and 0 C in the increasing direction. The largest value of U K reaches in opposite deviations of these parameters.
